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The lollowing declarations are given according to articles 46 and 47 of D.P.R. n. 445/2000-

Title: Professor 

Name and Surname: Alessio Fiscella 

Date of Birth: 

E-mail: 

Phone number: 

Home Address: 

Languages skills: 

I carry out research activities in the following areas: Jg Non Linear Analysis � Calculus of Variations 
D Algebraic Geometry 

Affiliation: 

Role: 

Contact Person at the affiliateci lnstitution: 

Proposed title for the conference talk 

Selected hosting institutlon: 

Ufficio Ricerca e Relazioni Internazionali 
Ò Via Aurelio Saffl, 2 -61029 Urbino (PU) 

Tel. +39 0722 304403 Fax +39 0722 304409 
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The main focus of the present research statement concerns the Nonlinear Analysis. More precisely, 
it is devoted to the study of systems driven by (p,q) elliptic operators and invo\ving different criticai 
nonlinearities. The importance of studying problems lnvolving (p,q) operators, or operators with non
standard growth condilions, begins with the pioneering papers of Marcellini and Zhlkov. Since then 
the subject has been attractlng increasing attention on existence, regu\arity and qualitative 
properties of so\utions of different prob\ems. In paper [1 O] al the \ist of Publications ab ove, written 
with Prof. Pucci (Università degli Studi di Perugia), we proved an existence result fora criticai (p,q) 
Hardy-Schrodinger system, set on the who\e space RN. First aim of the project is !o genera\ize this 
result by adding Kirchhoff coefficients. Even using a variational approach, the study of this nonloca\ 
generalization would be fairly delicate because of the double structure of the elliptic part, and so 
also of the relateci functional norm. Far this, we should need to sp\it the study of the compactness 
property of the relateci Euler-Lagrange functional in different cases, depending on the behavior of 
the Kirchhoff coefficient. Anyway, taking inspiration to our other work [15], we expect to prove the 
existence of a so\ution, satlsfying suitab\e asymptotic properties. 

The second direction of the present project concerns the mu\tiplicity results for (p,q) systems 
involving criticai Trudlnger-Moser nonllnearities of exponential growth, and so with q=N, where N 
corresponds to the dimension. A slmilar prob\em has been studied on the scalar case by Yang and 
Perera In Bui\. London Math. Soc. 48 (2016), bui on bounded domains. In our system, in arder lo 
overcome the lack of compactness at criticai leve\, we would strongly need a Brézis-Lieb type 
lemma far a coupled exponential nonlinearity. Using this lemma, combined with also a tricky step 
ana\ysis as similar\y done in [15], we should be able to previde a multip\icity result by mlnimization 
and the mountain pass theorem. This result wou\d generalize on a vectorial (p,N) situatìon recent 
works from severa\ authors, \ike Alves, Cassani, Figuelredo, de Freilas, Tavares, Zhang and others. 

Last but noi least, the previous directions can be extended on a fractiona\ framework, taking 
inspiration !rom the works of Ambrosia and Isernia in Mediterr. J. Math. 15 (2018), and of Bhakta 
and Mukherjee in Adv. Differential Equations 24 (2019). 
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